The internet has become part of everyday life and revolutionized the shopping experience. Consumers' emotional responses play an important role in predicting and measuring behavioral intentions and satisfaction; therefore, it is imperative to study ecommerce from an affective perspective. This research adopted the Stimulus-Organism-Response (S-O-R) model to examine the effects of web atmospheric cues, mainly vividness and interactivity, on users' emotional responses in e-commerce, and the influence of users' emotional responses on their purchasing intentions. This research involved three stages: a pretest, an experimental study, and an online survey. First, recruited experts in humancomputer interaction (HCI) evaluated 25 different e-commerce websites on interactivity and vividness. These ratings informed the selection of three websites to represent various levels of atmospheric cues: high interactivity and vividness, medium interactivity and vividness, and low interactivity and vividness. In the second stage, an experiment was conducted to collect the physiological responses of 20 participants, including galvanic skin response, heart rate variability, and pupil dilation, as they viewed each of the three e-commerce websites; participants' self-reported emotional responses were also recorded. Finally, an online survey collected data on the emotional responses and purchase intentions of 53 participants after viewing the three e-commerce websites. The results of the experimental study indicate that web atmospheric cues such as vividness and interactivity had significant positive effects on users' valence and arousal rates. Furthermore, users experiencing higher arousal and more positive valence rates reported higher intentions to purchase from the e-commerce website. Analysis of the physiological data showed that users' heart rate variability exhibited a trend similar to that of their self-reported valance rate, but no such trend was observed for self-reported arousal rates, galvanic skin response, or pupil dilation values. This paper not only extends the S-O-R paradigm in the e-commerce context and provides empirical evidence for the model, but also applies Russel's (1980) emotional model to understand the users' emotional responses to e-commerce websites. The physiological measures employed in this study are examples of new usability evaluation tools for determining complex affective measures in HCI.
INTRODUCTION
Today, more and more consumers are using e-commerce and virtual stores to purchase products and virtual services (Jones et al., 2008) . Although consumers' purchase intentions and shopping decisions are highly cognitive, they are also emotional and influenced by factors such as e-commerce web interface and its design features (Jones et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009 ). In fact, Donald A. Norman, in his book titled "Emotional Design: Why We Love (or hate) Everyday Things," argues that the success of a product depends more on the emotional impact of the design than on its practical elements. A well designed interface tends to induce positive feelings, expand the user's creative process, and make decisions easier. On the other hand, a badly designed and unappealing interface induces negative emotions, which in turn inhibit the user's thought process (Norman, 2004) . Because consumers' emotional responses play an important role in predicting and measuring behavioral intentions and satisfaction, it is imperative to study ecommerce from the affective perspective and examine the website design features that influence consumers' emotional responses (Kim et al., 2009 ).
Store atmosphere has long been recognized as an important factor influencing consumers' perceptions, attitudes, and emotions while shopping (Kotler, 1973) . According to Kotler (1973) , atmosphere refers to the conscious design of the shopping environment to induce certain emotions among consumers and increase the chance that they will buy. A store atmosphere is determined by various factors such as its image, theatrics, and atmospherics (i.e., physical attributes such as lighting, music and brightness) (Vrechopoulos and Siomkos, 2007) .
Similar to the effect of atmospherics on consumer shopping behavior in a physical environment, web atmospheric cues (sometimes called a website's 'look and feel') also affect consumers' emotional and cognitive states, thereby influencing their purchase intentions (Kim et al., 2009) . Among these cues, interactivity and vividness have been identified as key features of e-commerce websites, influencing consumers' cognitive and emotional responses (Coyle and Thorson, 2001; Steuer, 1992) .
Over the years, researchers have studied extensively the cognitive aspects of consumer behaviors in e-commerce, but little has been done to address the emotional aspects of e-commerce from a consumer perspective (Jones et al., 2008) . Most of the literature has focused on providing cognitively convenient web page features, such as sequential menus and layout (Hochheiser and Shneiderman, 2000) . As web users grow accustomed to these basic cognitive functions (Picard and Andrew, 1998) , it becomes increasingly important for e-commerce stores to provide users with positive emotional experiences (Picard, 1995; Oliver, 1996) . Thus, the current study was designed to examine the emotional responses of users on the atmospheric cues of e-commerce websites, such as interactivity and vividness, and the role of emotions in shaping users' purchase intentions.
Although affective experiences involve some degree of cognitive analysis and vice versa, recent literature has shown that online shopping is highly emotional (Donthu and Gracia, 1999) . Because emotional response is immediate and has a direct impact on shopping outcomes, this paper focuses on consumers' emotional responses in e-commerce. Also, because emotions are difficult to measure and evaluate, this research seeks to validate and interpret the results of various emotional measures and also introduces a few innovative techniques to evaluate and measure emotional responses.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys the existing literature related to emotional design, web atmospheric cues, and interactivity and vividness. Section 3 discusses the conceptual foundations of this study: the SOR model, Russel's circumplex model, and various physiological measures. Section 4 presents the research model and hypotheses. Section 5 discusses the research methodology, and describes the data collection procedures. Section 6 reports the results of the data analysis, and Section 7 explains the results and discusses their implications. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
LITERATURE REVIEW Emotions
Affect and emotions are two closely related concepts. Affect is an essential part of our interaction with various stimuli around us. It often encompasses two concepts: mood and emotion. Emotion is a feeling state towards a specific object. In this study, we focus on users' emotional responses towards e-commerce websites.
Many theories consider affect to be post-cognitive and propose that people form affective impressions after cognitively processing the information. Ortony et al. (1990) , for example, suggested that all emotions are based on cognitive analysis and that they arise from cognitive interpretation of the external reality.
However, other researchers believe that initial affective judgments are usually independent and occur prior to cognitive operations (Zajonc, 1980) . Recent developments in the field of neuroscience have also proved that affective responses occur prior to cognitive activity (LeDoux, 1992) . One of the main characteristics of emotion is quick onset. Emotions are induced by mere exposure within the first few fractions of a second, and people are often unaware of their own immediate emotional responses (Ekman, 1992) . In general, affective judgments, once formed, are irrevocable, but the same does not hold true for cognitive judgments (Zajonc, 1980) . Emotions have attracted considerable interest from researchers in fields such as human-computer interaction, marketing, and advertising. For example, researchers in marketing have found that emotions play an important role in shopping (Dormann, 2001) . Emotional factors often dominate utilitarian functions in this context and influence decision making and consumer behavior (Damasio, 1994) . Consumers make purchase decisions based on various emotional factors (Dormann, 2001) . Eroglu et al. (2003) also found that atmospheric cues caused emotional experiences which affected users' attitudes and behavior.
Emotions are very complex and complicated to measure and evaluate. Most early research on emotions focused on two dimensions: arousal and valence (Ortony et al., 1990) . However, recent advancements in technology have given researchers the means to explore various techniques to assess users' affect, including eye tracking, physiological data collection, and facial expression recognition (Hudlicka, 2003) . One of the motivations of this research is to validate and interpret the results of various measures of emotional experience. In this research, we introduce a few innovative techniques in evaluating and measuring emotional responses.
Store Atmospherics
Store atmospherics refers to "the conscious design of space to create certain effects in buyers; more specifically, atmospherics is the effort to design buying environments to produce specific emotional effects in the buyer that enhance his purchase probability" (Kotler, 1973, p.50) . Store atmospherics are qualities of the surroundings that can be described according to sensory channels, such as sight, sound, scent, and touch (Kotler, 1973 ).
Kotler's work opened a new realm of conceptual and empirical studies. Researchers have since examined the effects of various atmospheric cues such as lighting (Golden and Zimmerman, 1986) , color (Bellizzi et al., 1983) and smell (Spangenberg et al., 1996) . For example, Bellizzi et al. (1983) evaluated the effect of colors in retail sectors and found that color has specific perceptual qualities and can affect the store image. Spagenberg et al. (1996) evaluated user behavior in scented and unscented environments and found that user behavior is more positively affected in a scented environment.
Consumers seek social substitutes online; hence, they tend to evaluate web aesthetics as they do in their physical shopping experience . Recent literature on e-commerce suggests that web aesthetics influence users' satisfaction and pleasure (Tractinsky et al., 2000) because the web interface is analogous to the façade of a physical store (Hooper, 1986) . Studies on consumers online purchase behavior have also identified web design quality as a major factor affecting consumer responses (Zhou et al., 2009). Vilnai-Yavetz and Rafaeli (2006) have further demonstrated a positive relationship between aesthetics in virtual service space and consumer satisfaction and attitude. They provided users with two different virtual service spaces that varied in levels of aesthetics, and the results suggested that aesthetics influenced both consumer satisfaction with the service and their feeling of pleasantness. The results also demonstrated that emotions play a strong role in the consumer decision making process and affect consumer responses.
Interactivity and Vividness
Interactivity and vividness are two important atmospheric cues that influence consumer attitudes and emotions (Fortin and Dholakia, 2005; Coyle and Thorson, 2001; Lai et al., 2009 ). Higher levels of vividness can evoke more positive consumer affect and result in higher immersion levels (Fortin and Dholakia, 2005) . Interactivity is considered a key feature of media. In this study, we focus on users' emotional responses to different websites with various levels of interactivity and vividness.
Vividness refers to the richness of a mediated environment and the way the environment presents and communicates information to the senses of users (Steuer, 1992) . Steuer (1992) divides vividness into two dimensions, depth and breadth. Breadth refers to the number of sensory dimensions involved, while depth refers to the bandwidth of the environment in which information is presented. In brief, vividness refers to richness in media and information presented to users in a mediated environment.
Interactivity is the extent to which a computer-mediated environment allows its users to participate in modifying the content and format of the environment (Steuer, 1992) . Newhagen and Rafaeli (1996) defined interactivity as "communication that reflects back on itself, feeds on, and responds to the past." Interactivity plays a strong role in engaging consumers and eliciting favorable responses from them (Fortin and Dholakia, 2005) . The S-O-R paradigm was first introduced in the context of environmental psychology. It was later adopted and extended in the retailing context. Several marketing studies have extended the model by establishing a taxonomy of responses (e.g., Donovan and Rossiter, 1982) , by developing a classification system of environmental features (e.g., Baker et al., 1992) , and by introducing individual traits (such as involvement and atmosphere responsiveness) as moderators (e.g., Eroglu, 2001 ). For example, Eroglu et al. (2001 Eroglu et al. ( , 2003 studied the effect of atmospheric cues on shoppers' attitudes and purchase intentions, and they classified stimuli into two categories: high-task-relevant stimuli and low-task-relevant stimuli. A high-task-relevant stimulus contains verbal cues, images, and navigation aids such as price, delivery date, and site map, which help consumers attain their shopping objectives. A low-task-relevant stimulus could be color, animation, font type and size, or atmospheric cues which do not contribute to shopping goals but provide a pleasant experience to the consumers. Both categories affect a consumer's organisms, that is, their affective and cognitive states. Cognitive states are related to a consumer's information processing, retention, and retrieval ability, whereas affective states describe the user's emotional responses. These states influence consumer behavioral responses, such as purchase intention and avoidance behavior, which are the final outcomes in the S-O-R model.
Arousal -Valence Model
Studies have categorized emotions in various ways. Lang (1995) defined emotions in two-dimensional space and used pictures as stimuli to be mapped to emotions. Russell et al. (1989) created the affect grid, which is a single-item scale designed to assess affect along the dimensions of pleasure and arousal (on a scale from 1 to 9). On the other hand, Ekman (1999) treated emotions as discrete. He proposed that although emotions such as fear, anger, and sadness are all negative, they differ in their behavioral, physiological, and other characteristics. His work contradicted other models that treated emotions as fundamentally the same, but varying in pleasantness and intensity level.
Among all the models developed to categorize and assess emotions, Russell's circumplex model (1980) is among the most widely accepted. In this model, emotions are classified into two dimensions, valence and arousal. Valence represents the degree of pleasantness of an emotional experience, while arousal represents the intensity of the emotional experience using a range from calmness to excitement (Attonen and Surakka, 2005) . Thus, all emotions can be characterized as coordinate points in the two-dimensional space. For example, an engaging experience can be characterized as high arousal-high valence, whereas a frustrating experience can be represented as high arousal-low valence. Figure 2 depicts Russell's model. Prior studies have used Russell's circumplex model to examine and measure users' emotions (Martin et al., 2008) . For example, Lai et al. (2009) studied how high arousal rates are related to consumer satisfaction. Barsky and Nash (2002) demonstrated that emotions play an important role in influencing consumer loyalty and the decision making process. As the body of literature indicates that emotions have an impact on users' decision making and attitude, the effect of each dimension (valence and arousal) must be studied in greater detail, and measures, algorithms, and computations must be simplified and improved for easy and accurate categorization of emotions. 
Physiological Measures
Over the last decade, a number of evaluation tools have been applied in the field of usability studies (Lin and Hu, 2005) . Subjective techniques, such as interviews and survey questionnaires, although convenient and generalizable, often miss complex patterns and are susceptible to user bias. On the other hand, objective analysis, such as using video to code gestures, body language, and verbalization, provides a rich source of data, but the data analysis process is complex and time consuming (Mandryk et al., 2006; Lin and Hu, 2005) . With recent scientific and technological developments, researchers are exploring alternative methods of evaluation. Because physiological responses are involuntary, continuous, and accurate, many studies are exploring their use and integration with existing evaluation tools.
Some of the most commonly used physiological measures are galvanic skin response (GSR), heart rate, and pupil dilation. GSR is a measure for skin conductivity. The eccrine glands located in the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet cause skin conductivity and respond to psychological stimulation (Stern et al., 2001 ). This measure is an indicator of some emotional responses and cognitive activities (Chanel et al., 2008; Mandryk et al., 2006; Ward and Marsden, 2003) . Lang (1995) has suggested that conductivity is linearly associated with the rate of arousal. Similar to GSR, pupil dilation also reflects physiological arousal, but also helps discriminate between stimuli that tend to cause negative versus positive arousal (Partala et al., 2000) . Previous studies have provided empirical evidence suggesting that pupil responses reflect emotional arousal (Partala and Surakka, 2003) and cognitive load (Hyona et al., 1995; Kahneman and Beatty, 1966) . Several studies reported by Partala and Surakka have demonstrated the use of pupil dilation in assessing the emotional responses of users (Partala et al., 2000; Partala and Surakka, 2003) . The studies found that pupils tend to dilate longer in response to emotional stimulation, and pupil size is usually greater in response to unpleasant stimuli than to pleasant stimuli (Partala and Surakka, 2003) .
Heart rate is another common physiological response used to measure autonomic nervous system activity. It is generally used to distinguish between pleasant and unpleasant emotions (Mandryk et al., 2006; Anttonen and Surakka, 2005) . In general, heart rate tends to decelerate when a user is subjected to emotional stimuli, and the rate of deceleration is usually higher for negative stimuli than for positive stimuli (Bradley and Lang, 2000; Brosschot and Thayer, 2003) . Heart rate variability (HRV) measures the oscillation of intervals between consecutive heart beats (Rowe et al., 1998) ; it is positively related to a user's valence (e.g., pleasantness-unpleasantness). Therefore, HRV is often employed for assessing emotions.
In recent years, various usability studies have examined physiological responses in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI). Ward and Marsden (2003) explored physiological responses (GSR, heart rate, and blood volume) when users were subjected to various web page designs (e.g., ill designed and well designed interfaces). Although they detected no significant difference in participants' behavioral responses to the two types of web pages, participants exhibited higher arousal rates when viewing a poorly designed interface. Mandryk et al. (2006) employed physiological measures to evaluate entertainment technologies. Their study tested the effectiveness of these measures in evaluating the user experience and provided guidelines for collecting physiological data. It also revealed that participants exhibited different levels of physiological responses while playing games against a friend than when playing against a computer.
RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
This study applied the S-O-R paradigm in the context of e-commerce to examine the effects of atmospheric cues such as vividness and interactivity on users' emotional responses and thus on their purchase intentions. Figure 3 illustrates the research model.
Figure 3: Research Model
Previous studies have identified vividness and interactivity as two atmospheric cues that influence an individual's cognitive and emotional states (Coyle and Thorson, 2001; Steuer, 1992; Lai et al., 2009 ). The present study focuses on the influence of these design parameters on the users' emotional state, that is, their valence and arousal rates. Based on the evidence provided by previous studies on the relationship between users' emotional states and website design features, the following hypotheses were developed:  H1: Participants subjected to higher levels of vividness and interactivity on an interface tend to exhibit higher arousal than those who are subjected to a less vivid and interactive interface.
 H2: Participants subjected to higher levels of vividness and interactivity on an interface tend to exhibit more positive valence than those who are subjected to a less vivid and interactive interface.
This study draws its theoretical framework from the S-O-R paradigm, which proposes that stimuli influence users' internal states (affective and cognitive), which in turn influence their responses and shopping outcomes. The internal state considered here is the user's emotional state (valence and arousal), and the shopping outcome refers to the purchase intention. A growing body of literature suggests that consumers' emotional states impact their decision making ability and purchase intentions (Mehrabain and Russell, 1974; Eroglu et al., 2001 ). For example, Baker et al. (1992) found a positive relationship between consumers' arousal and their willingness to buy, as well as a positive relationship between consumers' pleasure (which is similar to valance) and their willingness to buy. Therefore, the following hypotheses have been developed: 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research involved three stages: a pretest, an experimental study, and an online survey. The objective of the pretest was to select websites with three levels of atmospheric cues: low vividness and low interactivity, medium vividness and medium interactivity, and high vividness and high interactivity. Based on the selections, an experimental study was conducted to collect participants' subjective and physiological responses. In addition, an online survey was distributed to a larger sample to collect participants' subjective responses to the websites.
The websites were selected from a number of online shoe stores to represent various interactivity and vividness levels and to test users' physiological responses and self-reported emotional measures. Online shoe stores were chosen because they are generally well known sites, and participants are likely familiar with them; therefore, the learning curve was not expected to be steep. Further, most online shoe stores sell products similar to those sold in other online shoe stores; therefore, participants' purchase decisions were expected to be influenced less by the design features of the products than by the web design and web atmospheric cues. Finally, compared to many other websites, online shoe stores are neutral in terms of gender preference, permitting the inclusion of both female and male participants.
Data Collection

Pretest
A pretest was conducted to select appropriate stimuli representing various degrees of vividness and interactivity expected to elicit various emotional responses from users. Initially, researchers selected twenty-five online shoe stores. A group of eight HCI experts was recruited to select an appropriate combination of atmospheric cues and further narrow the selections. All experts had received systematic training in usability testing and evaluation, and all had worked on HCI-related research projects such as eye tracking, web and social networking, affective computing, and virtual reality. They were familiar with the major design and usability principles and therefore competent to evaluate an interface. Each expert viewed all 25 website addresses and rated each website on vividness and interactivity using Likert scales. Based on these ratings, three websites were selected as stimuli for the main study, each representing one of the three levels of vividness and interactivity defined above. Because the concepts of vividness and interactivity are closely related (Fortin and Dholakia, 2005) and websites have both increased interactivity and vividness compared to traditional media (Hoffman and Novak, 1996) , extreme conditions such as interactive but non-vivid or vice versa are rare in e-commerce websites. Therefore, we did not manipulate different levels of vividness and interactivity.
Experiment
The experiment was conducted in a laboratory setting where each participant was asked to examine the three websites. An eye tracker was used to present the websites (treatment conditions) and measure the participants' pupil dilations. Each participant was also connected to biofeedback sensors measuring heart rate and galvanic skin response. The treatment conditions were presented to the participants in random order to mitigate any ordering effect.
Before the experiment, researchers briefed the participants about the experimental procedures. Then, biofeedback sensors were applied and participants were asked to perform a simple task on each of the three websites. The task required the participants to browse through the website and find a pair of sneakers they liked. Having narrowed their search, the participants were asked to add the product to the shopping cart. During the task, participants' physiological measures were continuously monitored and recorded. After completing the task for each website, participants filled out a short questionnaire to provide more information about their emotional responses and behavioral intentions.
Online Survey
A survey was created and posted online. The link for the survey was distributed among students in a mid-sized Midwestern University in the U.S., who were encouraged to participate. Three websites, one representing each treatment condition, were included based on the pretest data. For each website, participants were asked to navigate the website and perform a task similar to that used in the experimental study. They were then asked to answer the survey questions, which asked about their emotions, purchase intentions, and the perceived vividness and interactivity of the website. To ensure that the participants navigated the site and performed the specified task, a manipulation check question was also included for each website.
Subjects
The eight HCI experts who participated in the pretest were recruited from a Midwestern university in the U.S. Twenty students participated in the experimental study, and the online survey questionnaire was distributed to a larger sample on the campus so that a total of 103 participants completed the survey. However, data from 50 respondents were eliminated due to incomplete responses or failure to address the manipulation check question. Therefore, survey data from 53 respondents were included in the analysis. Among the participants who completed the survey and experiment, 79.45% were below the age of 25, while 20.55% were between 26 and 40 old. Forty-six participants (or 63.01%) were male, and twenty-seven (or 36.99%) were female. The majority of participants had extensive experience with the web and had been using the internet for seven or more years. Sixty participants (82.19%) indicated that they had seven or more years of internet experience; eleven (15.06%) reported having four to six years of internet experience. Table 1 summarizes the demographic information about participants in both the experimental study and the online survey. 
Measurement
The scales used for subjective analysis were primarily adapted from previously published literature. Purchase intention was measured using the seven-point Likert scale items developed by Baker et al. (1992) . Six questions from the 18-item MPI scale developed by McMillan and Hwangs' (2002) were adapted to measure perceived interactivity. We weren't able to find an existing instrument for measuring vividness. Therefore, we developed four items for measuring vividness based on its conceptual definition in previous literature. The face validity of these items was assessed during the pretest. We also performed a factor analysis and reliability test using the survey data and experimental data; the results suggest that our measurement was reliable and valid.
Users' emotional responses (valence and arousal) were measured using the self assessment manikin (SAM) technique. This technique is a pictorial assessment technique developed by Lang (1980) SAM is a widely adopted technique for measuring affective states because it is independent of verbal rating and can thus be adopted even in non-English speaking cultures. Also, it does not require complicated statistical analysis (Bradley and Lang, 1994) and can be used in multiple contexts to obtain reactions to pictures, advertisements, sounds, and other stimuli. Finally, it is simple and inexpensive to implement and easy to analyze. Physiological data were collected using a biofeedback device with sensors connected to the users' fingers and a Tobii eye tracker system, which was used to measure pupil dilation. Light Stone biofeedback device was used to measure users' GSR and HRV (see Figure 6 ). The biofeedback device consists of three "Magical Rings," which are sensors connected to the device. Of the three sensors, "Heart Ring" is usually connected to the user's middle finger and is used to measure their HRV while the remaining two sensors are connected to the user's ring and index fingers and measure GSR. When a user's autonomic nervous system is activated, there is an energy flow and perspiration increases that provides GSR data.
The Eye tracker showed in Figure 7 is a Tobii eye tracker. It is a non-intrusive device that estimates a user's gaze direction, fixation points, and pupil dimensions. It calculates the position of a user's eyes and their pupil diameters using the eye model technology. 
DATA ANALYSIS Pretest
A group of HCI experts rated the initial twenty-five websites on a 7-point Likert scale of interactivity and vividness. Based on the scores, three websites were chosen, each representing one of three levels of interactivity and vividness. Table 2 and Table 3 present the descriptive statistics of the three websites on expert-rated interactivity and vividness. 
Subjective Measures from the Experiment and Online Survey
Factor Analysis
A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted on the subjective data collected from the online survey and experiment to assess the reliability and validity of the constructs -interactivity, vividness and purchase intention. Initially, six items were included for interactivity, four for vividness, and three for purchase intention. The factor analysis demonstrated that two of the items on the interactivity scale cross-loaded with other constructs. Hence, these two items were removed and the remaining items were retested. The final scales consisted of four items each for vividness and interactivity and three items for purchase intention. All items loaded on the constructs they were intended to measure, with no significant loadings on the other constructs. The results are presented in Table 4 .
Cronbach's alpha coefficients were used to assess the internal consistency or reliability of the constructs. Results showed that the four items for vividness, the four items for interactivity, and the three items for purchase intention were highly reliable (with Cronbach's α = 0.89, 0.91 and 0.96 respectively), far exceeding Nunnally's (1978) threshold of 0.70. 
Repeated measures
Repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on the subjective data collected from the survey and experiment responses to examine the effects of interactivity and vividness on users' valence and arousal levels. These levels were measured for each of the three websites using the SAM technique.
The mean valence value obtained for the high vivid and high interactive website was 3.96. This was higher than that for the medium vivid and medium interactive website (M = 3.64) and the low vivid and low interactive website (M = 3.15). To evaluate the significance of this difference, a Mauchly test of sphericity was first conducted. The result was significant (p = 0.05), indicating that the equal variance assumption had been violated. Thus, a Greenhouse Geisser test was also conducted. This test indicated that the website atmospheric cues had a significant effect on valence, F(1.85, 133.21) = 21.69, p < .001 (See Table 5 ).
A similar pattern was also observed for arousal. The mean of arousal was higher for the high vivid and high interactive website (M = 2.93) than for the medium vivid and medium interactive (M = 2.45) and the low vivid and low interactive (M = 2.12) websites. The result of the Mauchly test of sphericity was significant (p = 0.001); therefore, equal variance was not assumed. The Greenhouse Geisser test showed a significant effect on arousal for the three websites with varying levels of atmospheric cues, F(1.69, 121.82) = 23.50, p < .001 (see Table 6 ).
The results from repeated measures ANOVAs supported hypotheses 1 and 2; that is, as levels of interactivity and vividness increased, users' arousal and valence rates also increased. In addition, post hoc analyses were conducted and a significant difference in user's valence was observed across the three websites. Table 7 summarizes the results on valance. In terms of arousal, we found that the website with medium vividness and medium interactivity resulted in significantly lower arousal than the website with high vividness and high interactivity. The difference between users' arousal on the website with low vividness and interactivity and medium vividness and interactivity was not significant.
In the following tables, 1 refers to the website with low vividness and low interactivity, 2 refers to the website with medium vividness and medium interactivity, and 3 refers to the website with high vividness and high interactivity. Figures 8 and 9 show the trend of valence and arousal levels across the three websites. These graphs demonstrate a positive relationship between web atmospheric cues such as interactivity and vividness and users' emotional responses (i.e., valence and arousal).
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Regression
To study the relationship between valence and arousal and users' purchase intentions, a regression analysis was conducted. Valence and arousal were the independent variables; the dependent variable was purchase intention. The results (R 2 = .47) indicated that purchase intention was significantly influenced by both valence (t = 12.98, p = .000) and arousal (t = 2.49, p = 0.014), (as shown in Tables 9 and 10 
Emotional Model
Russel's (1980) circumplex model classifies emotions based on the two dimensions of valence and arousal. In the two-dimensional space, valence is represented on the X axis, and arousal on the Y axis. Thus, emotions can be classified into any of four quadrants. Quadrant 1 indicates high valance and high arousal, meaning that the user feels engaged and interested in the experience. Quadrant 2 indicates high arousal and low valence, meaning that the user feels confused and frustrated with the experience. Quadrant 3 indicates low arousal and low valence, meaning that the user is bored and disappointed with the experience. Finally, quadrant 4 indicates low arousal and high valence, meaning that the user is satisfied and hopeful. Therefore, users' emotions should fall into quadrant 1 or 4 for a positive experience, and the ideal scenario would be quadrant 1.
This model was used to determine users' emotional states in our study. Figures 10 through 12 plot users' emotional states for each of the three websites with varying atmospheric cues. Subjective data on valance and arousal from both the online survey and the experiment are included, yielding a total of 73 data points. The values obtained were normalized for plotting purposes. Because the majority of these points overlapped, comparatively fewer points were displayed in the graphs.
For the website with low interactivity and low vividness, 26% of the participants experienced engagement and interest while 54.8% of the participants were satisfied. On the other hand, 12.32% of the participants were disappointed and bored while 6.8% were frustrated with the experience (see Figure 10 ). For the website with medium interactivity and medium vividness, 43.8% of the participants experienced engagement and interest; 50.7% were satisfied. On the other hand, only 5.5% of the participants were disappointed and bored with the experience (see Figure 11 ).
Figure 11: Russel's Model: Medium Interactivity and Medium Vividness
For the website with high interactivity and high vividness, 64.38% of the participants experienced engagement and interest, and 28.77% were satisfied. Only 4.1% of the participants were disappointed and bored; 2.7% were frustrated with the experience (see Figure 12 ). Table 11 summarizes the results from all three websites. As interactivity and vividness levels increased, participants became more engaged and interested (from 26.0% when both interactivity and vividness were low, to 43.8% when both were medium, to 64.4% when both were high). For the websites that had both vividness and interactivity at high or medium levels, most of the points were concentrated in quadrants 1 and 4, indicating that users were engaged and satisfied. However, for the low vividness and low interactivity website, fewer points were concentrated in quadrants 1 and 4, suggesting that users were less satisfied and engaged with the experience and that some were even bored and disappointed. The medium interactivity and vividness website had the most points in quadrants 1 and 4 combined, perhaps indicating that some users felt overwhelmed by the multimedia and interactivity features offered in the high vividness and high interactivity website.
The results from the emotional model offer additional support for hypotheses 1 and 2. That is, they demonstrate that as interactivity and vividness levels increase, users tend to experience more positive emotions as indicated by more positive valence and higher arousal rates. 
Physiological Data
Physiological data were collected using a biofeedback device with sensors attached to users' fingers during the experiment and an eye tracker. The biofeedback device provided users' GSR and HRV. The eye tracker provided pupil diameter values. To mitigate the effects of individual differences, an initial baseline measurement of each user's GSR and HRV were obtained. For each website, the physiological values measured were then subtracted from the baseline before analysis.
Repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to study how these physiological values varied across the three websites. As vividness and interactivity levels increased, HRV also increased, as shown in figure 13 . However, the relationship was not significant (F(2, 38) = .21, p = .811).
Figure 13: HRV Values across the Three Treatment Conditions
The graph for valence displayed in Figure 8 exhibits a similar pattern. As interactivity and vividness increased, more positive (higher) valence rates were observed according to self-reported measures. Their HRV values displayed a similar trend. Higher HRV levels signify that the user is relaxed and is exhibiting slow breathing patterns. They also indicate reduced anxiety and stress and a less dysporic mood (Rowe et al., 1998) . Therefore, the HRV data supports that as interactivity and vividness levels increase, a user is more relaxed and comfortable with the website experience.
A repeated measures ANOVA was also conducted for GSR and pupil dilation to study their relationships with the web atmospheric cues (interactivity and vividness). No significant difference was observed for GSR values, F(2, 38) = 1.34, p = .273. The graph in Figure 14 shows the levels of GSR obtained across the three websites Figure 14 indicates that GSR values were highest for the low vivid and low interactive website when compared to the medium vivid and medium interactive website and high vivid and high interactive website. The concept of arousal is complicated, and high arousal occurs when a user feels either unpleasant emotions or positive emotions such as interest and engagement. Here, for the low vivid and low interactive website, users were frustrated and disappointed, and thus showed higher arousal rates. Similarly, for high vivid and high interactive website, users were comfortable and interested in the website, resulting in GSR rates higher than those for the medium vivid and medium interactive website.
Figure 14: GSR Values across the Three Treatment Conditions
This pattern, however, contradicts the subjective values obtained for arousal using SAM (Figure 8 ). One possible explanation for the deviation in trend between subjective and physiological measures in arousal is that physiological devices are sensitive devices that record minute details and changes in users' responses. These minute changes may not have had a great impact on the overall user experience. Also, physiological arousal varies due to cognitive, physical and emotional components (Ekman et al., 2008) .
Although the repeated measures ANOVA on pupil dilation showed significant differences across the three treatment conditions (F(2, 38) = 43.58, p < .001), the pattern matched neither arousal values obtained from the subjective method nor GSR values. The graph in Figure 15 shows that pupil dilation was greatest for the website with high interactivity and high vividness followed by that with low interactivity and low vividness. The least pupil dilation was observed for the website with medium interactivity and medium vividness. This observation could reflect the impact of various factors such as environmental illumination and stimuli luminosity.
Figure 15: Pupil Dilation Values across the Three Treatment Conditions
These observations demonstrate that HRV matches self-reported valance and that GSR is a more sensitive physiological measure of arousal than pupil dilation. Physiological measures provide involuntary, rich data but also require careful analysis and interpretation. Hence, their integration and use in conjunction with subjective measures provides more robust data and accurate results.
DISCUSSIONS
Summary of Results
The results of this study indicate that web atmospheric cues affect users' emotions, which in turn influence their decision making and purchase intentions. As levels of interactivity and vividness increased, valence and arousal rates also increased. Regression analysis further examined the effect of emotions on purchase intentions. As arousal and valence rates increased, purchase intentions also increased. Hence, the results show a positive relationship between atmospheric cues (i.e., vividness and interactivity) and users' emotional responses. Emotional responses were also positively related to purchase intentions.
In addition to subjective data, physiological measures were used to analyze the impact of web atmospheric cues on users' involuntary emotional responses. Emotional responses to atmospheric cues showed similar patterns, whether measured by self-reported valence state or by HRV. HRV increased as interactivity and vividness levels increased. However, GSR and pupil dilation showed no positive relationship with interactivity and vividness levels, nor did these values match the arousal values obtained from subjective measures using SAM.
Interpretation of Physiological Measures
HRV, the time interval between heart rate variations, is an important factor in estimating emotions, especially valence (Nolan, 1996) . The values obtained indicate that users' self-reported valence levels exhibited a trend similar to that shown by HRV values. This similarity suggests that HRV is related to valence and is consistent with the subjective measures.
GSR, a measure of skin conductivity (Stern et al. 2001) , varies with arousal rates. These variations can be a result of either positive or negative emotions. When users are subjected to unpleasant stimuli, they experience frustration or anxiety, resulting in increased arousal rates. Similarly, when subjected to pleasant stimuli, users feel interested and engaged, and their GSR levels increase (Lang 1995) . Because both positive and negative experiences result in higher arousal rates, GSR values were higher for both the high interactive/vivid website and the low interactive/vivid website than for the medium interactive/vivid website.
The trend revealed by GSR data differs from that shown by the subjective measures because physiological measures, and GSR in particular, are highly sensitive to minute changes in reflexes and reactions (Mandryk, 2005) . They gather data at millisecond intervals; therefore, the data are very rich. In some circumstances, however, these minute responses may have little impact on the overall user experience. As users report in the survey, they focus on the larger picture, rather than on minute changes. Therefore, a difference in subjective measures and physiological responses is to be expected. Also, physiological arousal is affected by other processes, such as physical activity and cognitive effort that are not directly related to emotional experience (Ekman et al., 2008) . For example, when a user performs a simple muscular physical activity such as holding his breath, performs simple cognitive actions such as reversing words, or induces mild pain through thoughts or actions, physiological measures change. These changes, however, are not the result of the stimuli presented.
Pupil dilation measures pupil size, which varies with emotional stimulation (Partala and Surakka 2003) . Similar to GSR, changes in pupil dilation reflect arousal that could be either positive or negative. For low interactive/vivid and high interactive/vivid websites, users experienced emotional stimulation in the form of negative and positive experiences respectively. Thus, pupil dilation was higher in response to these websites than in response to the medium interactive/vivid website. However, pupil dilation was higher for the high interactive/vivid website than for the low interactive/vivid website. These results were not anticipated. Previous studies suggest that pupil size tends to vary more in response to unpleasant experience than to pleasant ones (Janisse, 1974) . This greater variation with the high vividness and high interactivity website may be attributable to the fact that pupil size is dependent on multiple factors such as environmental illumination and stimuli luminosity, color, and contrast (Beatty and Lucero-Wagoner, 2000) . Most prior studies (e.g., Bradley et al., 2008; Franzen et al., 2009) , therefore, presented the stimuli in grayscale or converted them to equi-luminant black and white images. However, in this study no such manipulations were made on the stimuli.
Thus, physiological measures should always be used in conjunction with subjective methods rather than independently. They provide accurate and involuntary data, but they must be interpreted with extreme caution.
Implications
One of the most important goals of retailing is to attract customers by creating a strong retailer image. Brand image is a combination of various features and characteristics. Web atmospheric cues such as vividness and interactivity are the main factors that define a brand image (Coyle and Thorson, 2001 ). These cues stimulate consumers' emotional responses and influence consumer behaviors (Coyle and Thorson, 2001) . The results of this study have further confirmed the importance of web atmospheric cues for consumers' emotional responses and purchase outcomes. They showed an increase in valence, arousal, and purchase intention as interactivity and vividness increased. Thus, the results of this study support the conclusion that better design and higher levels of web atmospheric cues (such as interactivity and vividness) have a positive influence on consumers' emotional states and on the decision making process. This information can help designers, marketers, and consumer researchers to design and market their products more effectively by considering the effect of web atmospheric cues on consumers' response and affective states.
The S-O-R framework proposes that users' cognitive and affective states influence their decision making, and that certain stimuli (such as web atmospheric cues) influence users' emotions. This study considered the interactivity and vividness of the e-commerce website and found that these stimuli impacted the users' affective states, which in turn influenced their responses and shopping outcomes. Hence, it provides empirical evidence supporting the S-O-R framework proposed by Mehrabain and Russell (1974) .
This study also applied Russell's circumplex model (1980) to categorize users' emotional responses to the three websites. As levels of interactivity and vividness increased, users felt more engaged, satisfied, and interested. Websites that offered less vividness and interactivity, on the other hand, provided disappointing experiences; users felt bored and somewhat frustrated with these websites. Therefore, valence and arousal values obtained from the users can be represented using Russell's circumplex model (1980) to obtain greater insight into users' emotional states and to better understand their overall affective experience.
In addition to subjective self-report data, the physiological measures employed in this study provided additional data for analysis. HRV showed a positive relationship with valence. It also increased as levels of interactivity and vividness increased. However, GSR and pupil dilation did not positively correlate with arousal rates or interactivity and vividness levels. This may be attributable to various factors; physiological measurement is very sensitive and responds to a number of factors besides emotions. However, they provide abundant information that may offer further insights into users' emotional states. From a methodological perspective, this study used a triangulation approach to analyze the subjective and physiological measures. The objective was to identify new usability evaluation tools based on users' physiological data and to integrate those tools with traditional evaluation techniques to obtain fast, reliable, and highly contextual data for accurate analysis.
Limitations and Future Research
The majority of participants in this study were students from a Midwestern University in the U.S. Because most ecommerce shoppers are relatively young and educated, this sample was representative of the largest group of ecommerce shoppers. However, future research can include participants with more diverse backgrounds. Specifically, the emotional responses of participants in various age groups could be compared.
The three treatment conditions selected were representative of different web atmospheric cues with various interactivity and vividness levels. The three websites were selected based on pretest responses gathered from the HCI experts. However, for future research, more rigorous manipulations could be performed by designing the treatment conditions rather than using existing e-commerce websites.
This study collected physiological data by measuring users' GSR, pupil dilation, and HRV, and related these data to users' self-reported data. Besides these measures, other physiological measures such as EMFi, EMG, heart rate, temperature, and respiration rate could be considered to assess users' emotional states and responses.
CONCLUSION
This research used three different e-commerce websites with varying levels of interactivity and vividness to study users' emotional responses. The results supported the hypotheses and suggested that levels of interactivity and vividness positively influence users' emotional states (i.e., valence and arousal). Further, higher arousal and valence rates were found to produce more positive shopping outcomes. In addition to the subjective evaluation tools, physiological measures were introduced as additional analysis tools to assess emotions. These measures provided 
